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(54) LOAD BALANCING METHOD, DEVICE AND SYSTEM FOR SERVICE FUNCTION CHAIN

(57) Provided are a method for load balancing of a
Service Function Chain (SFC), a Service Function for-
warder (SFF), a classification device, a controller and an
SFC system. The method includes: an SFF receives a
packet, herein an SFC header of the packet carries a
Service Function Chain Flow Identifier (SFCFID); and
the SFF forwards the packet in a load balancing path
according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of

the packet. The above-mentioned technical solution in-
troduces load balancing of an SFC, and load balancing
can be implemented in the SFC where SF entities are
dynamically added, and an effective implementation
method capable of performing load balancing on the SFC
is provided. Therefore, the situation of excessive flow
can be handled in time, and the reliability of a system is
improved.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The document relates to, but is not limited to, the field of communications, and more particularly to a method,
apparatus and system for load balancing of a Service Function Chain (SFC).

Background

[0002] In the existing art, data needs to access a great number of value added service devices, such as an anti-virus
device, an acceleration device, a firewall device and a Network Address Translation (NAT) device when data accesses
a network. Flow without distinguishing for differences must pass through these service devices once, so unnecessary
burdens are caused on these devices, and optimization of service resources is limited, and the configuration is complex,
and it is difficult to realize a rapid change of the service configuration.
[0003] For the above-mentioned problem, the existing art proposed a service chain manner SFC, namely, integrating
all services for servicing, virtualizing a Service overlay layer, forming an own service topology and decoupling from an
underlying network to be not limited by an underlying network structure. The architecture is as shown in FIG. 1. Services
through which flows will pass are determined by SFCs. The SFC classifies packets and allocates different SFCs to
different levels of flows (by an entrance classification device) through adding a Service Function Path Identifier (SFPID)
for each SFC. A forwarder forwards the packets according to the identifiers of the SFCs. Thus, different service chain
processings can be implemented for different flows to meet differentiation requirements.
[0004] For these Service Function (SF) entities, when processing flows are excessive, corresponding SF entities
cannot process a great number of flows in time, and the reliability of a system will be reduced.

Summary

[0005] The following is a brief introduction for a subject described herein in detail. The brief introduction is not intended
to restrict the protection scope of claims.
[0006] Embodiments of the present invention provide a method for load balancing of an SFC, a Service Function
Forwarder (SFF), a classification device, a controller and an SFC system, used to solve the problem in the existing art
where an SF entity in an SFC cannot perform processing in time in case of excessive flow.
[0007] An embodiment of the present invention provides a method for load balancing of an SFC. The method includes
the steps as follows.
[0008] An SFF receives a packet; herein an SFC header of the packet carries a Service Function Chain Flow Identifier
(SFCFID).
[0009] The SFF forwards the packet in a load balancing path according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of
the packet.
[0010] In an exemplary embodiment, before the SFF forwards the packet in the load balancing path according to the
SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet, the method further includes the step as follows.
[0011] The SFF reads the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet according to a load balancing identifier
carried in the SFC header of the packet or a load balancing path to which a next hop of the SFF belongs.
[0012] In an exemplary embodiment, the step that the SFF forwards the packet in a load balancing path according to
the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet includes that:

when the SFF is connected to two or more SF entities, after receiving a packet sent by a classification device or an
SFF connected to a last hop SF entity, the SFF selects one of the two or more SF entities to forward the packet
according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet;

or,

when a next hop of the SFF includes two or more SF entities, the step that the SFF selects one of load balancing
paths to forward the packet according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet includes:

after receiving a packet sent by a connected SF entity, the SFF sends the packet to an SFF connected to one
of the two or more SF entities according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet.

[0013] In an exemplary embodiment, the method further includes the steps as follows.
[0014] A new SF entity is added in an SFC path, herein the new SF entity is used for bearing load balancing for an
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original SF entity.
[0015] A controller sends an SF registration message to an SFF connected to the new SF entity; and/or, when the
SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is not on the SFC path, the controller sends a forwarder registration message
to an SFF connected to a last hop of the original SF entity.
[0016] In an exemplary embodiment, the method further includes the steps as follows.
[0017] The controller sends a load balancing path adding message to a classification device or a load balancer.
[0018] The classification device encapsulates an SFCFID in an SFC header of a packet according to the received
load balancing path adding message; or, the load balancer encapsulates an SFCFID in an SFC header of a packet
according to the received load balancing path adding message; or, when needing to select a load balancing path for
forwarding a packet, the classification device notifies the controller of the packet, receives a corresponding SFCFID sent
by the controller, and encapsulates the corresponding SFCFID in the SFC header of the packet.
[0019] In an exemplary embodiment, the method further includes the steps as follows.
[0020] The SFF receives an SF registration message sent by a controller, and adds, according to the SF registration
message, a corresponding new SF entity in a path indicated by a corresponding SFPID;
and/or,
the SFF receives a forwarder registration message sent by the controller.
[0021] In an exemplary embodiment, adding, according to the SF registration message, a corresponding new SF entity
in a path indicated by a corresponding SFPID includes that: the SFF reads an SFPID in the SF registration message,
and judges whether the SFF is on the path indicated by the SPFID according to the SFPID in the SF registration message;
when a judgment result is that the SFF is on the path indicated by the SPFID, the SFF adds the new SF entity as an SF
entity connected to the SFF; and when a judgment result is that the SFF is not on the path indicated by the SPFID, the
SFF adds an SFC path where the new SF entity is located into a local forwarding table.
[0022] In an exemplary embodiment, the SF registration message includes an SFPID and an identifier corresponding
to the new SF entity.
[0023] In an exemplary embodiment, the forwarder registration message includes an SFPID, an identifier of the new
SF entity, and information for indicating a position of the new SF entity in an SFC.
[0024] In an exemplary embodiment, the method further includes: the SFF adds the new SF entity as a next hop of
the SFF according to the forwarder registration message.
[0025] In an exemplary embodiment, the step that the SFF forwards the packet in a load balancing path according to
the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet includes that: when selecting a load balancing path, the SFF acquires
selection of a next hop by searching a load balancing path table or a specific algorithm according to the SFCFID carried
in the SFC header of the packet.
[0026] In an exemplary embodiment, the method further includes the steps as follows.
[0027] When selecting a load balancing path, the SFF searches the load balancing path table to determine whether
the load balancing path table contains a load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID, and if the load balancing
path corresponding to the SFCFID is searched, forwards the packet through the load balancing path; if the load balancing
path corresponding to the SFCFID is not searched, selects a load balancing path to forward the packet by calculation,
and a correspondence between the SFCFID and the load balancing path is recorded in the load balancing path table.
[0028] Or, when selecting the load balancing path, the SFF searches a load balancing path table to determine whether
the load balancing path table contains a load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID, and if the load balancing
path corresponding to the SFCFID is searched, forwards the packet through the load balancing path; if the load balancing
path corresponding to the SFCFID is not searched, selects a load balancing path to forward the packet by calculation,
and a correspondence between the SFCFID and the load balancing path is recorded in the load balancing path table,
and the correspondence is recorded in a load balancing path table of a symmetric SFC path corresponding to the present
SFC path.
[0029] In an exemplary embodiment, the method further includes the steps as follows.
[0030] The SFF receives an SF deregistration message.
[0031] After receiving the SF deregistration message sent by the controller, the SFF deletes a corresponding load
balancing path and entries in a corresponding load balancing path table.
[0032] In an exemplary embodiment, the method further includes the steps as follows.
[0033] The controller sends a load balancing path deleting message to a classification device or a load balancing
controller.
[0034] The classification device or the load balancing controller recycles a corresponding SFCFID according to the
received load balancing path deleting message.
[0035] An embodiment of the present invention also provides an SFF. The SFF includes a receiving unit and a forwarding
unit.
[0036] The receiving unit is configured to receive a packet; herein an SFC header of the packet carries an SFCFID.
[0037] The forwarding unit is configured to forward the packet in a load balancing path according to the SFCFID carried
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in the SFC header of the packet.
[0038] In an exemplary embodiment, the receiving unit includes a first receiving module, configured to receive a packet
sent by a classification device or an SFF connected to a last hop SF entity; and
the forwarding unit includes a first forwarding module, configured to, when the SFF is connected to two or more SF
entities, and after receiving the packet sent by the classification device or the SFF connected to the last hop SF entity,
select one of the two or more SF entities to forward the packet according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of
the packet.
[0039] In an exemplary embodiment, the receiving unit further includes a second receiving module, configured to
receive a packet sent by a connected SF entity; and
the forwarding unit further includes a second forwarding module, configured to, when a next hop of the SFF includes
two or more SF entities, and after receiving the packet sent by the connected SF entity, send the packet to an SFF
connected to one of the two or more SF entities according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet.
[0040] In an exemplary embodiment, the SFF further includes an update unit. The update unit includes:

a third receiving module, configured to receive an SF registration message, herein the SF registration message
includes an SFPID and an identifier corresponding to a new SF entity;

a judgment module, configured to, after receiving the SF registration message, read the SFPID in the SF registration
message, and judge, according to the SFPID in the SF registration message, whether the SFF is on a path indicated
by the SFPID;

a first update module, configured to, when a judgment result is that the SFF is on the path indicated by the SPFID,
enable the SFF to add the new SF entity as an SF entity connected to the SFF;

a second update module, configured to, when a judgment result is that the SFF is not on the path indicated by the
SPFID, enable the SFF to add an SFC path where the new SF entity is located into a local forwarding table;

and/or, the update unit further includes a fourth receiving module and a third update module, herein

the fourth receiving module is configured to receive a forwarder registration message, herein the forwarder regis-
tration message includes an SFPID, an identifier of the new SF entity, and information for indicating a position of
the new SF entity in an SFC; and

the third update module is configured to, after receiving the forwarder registration message sent by a controller, add
the new SF entity as a next hop of the SFF according to the forwarder registration message.

[0041] In an exemplary embodiment, the forwarding unit further includes one or more of a first selection module, a
second selection module and a third selection module.
[0042] The first selection module is configured to, when selecting a load balancing path, acquire a selection of a next
hop by searching a load balancing path table or a specific algorithm according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header
of the packet.
[0043] The second selection module is configured to, when selecting the load balancing path, search the load balancing
path table to determine whether the load balancing path table contains a load balancing path corresponding to the
SFCFID, and if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is searched, forward the packet through the load
balancing path; and if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is not searched, calculate a next hop in a
load balancing path, and record a correspondence between the SFCFID and the load balancing path in the load balancing
path table.
[0044] The third selection module is configured to, when selecting the load balancing path, search the load balancing
path table to determine whether the load balancing path table contains a load balancing path corresponding to the
SFCFID, and if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is searched, forward the packet through the load
balancing path; and if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is not searched, calculate a next hop in a
load balancing path, record a correspondence between the SFCFID and the load balancing path in the load balancing
path table, and record the correspondence in a load balancing path table of a symmetric SFC path corresponding to the
present SFC path.
[0045] In an exemplary embodiment, the SFF further includes: a deleting unit configured to, receive an SF deregistration
message; and after receiving the SF deregistration message sent by the controller, delete a corresponding load balancing
path and entries in a corresponding load balancing path table.
[0046] An embodiment of the present invention also provides a classification device. The classification device includes:
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an encapsulating unit, configured to encapsulate a packet, herein, to encapsulate a packet includes addition of an
SFCFID carried in an SFC header corresponding to the packet; and

a sending unit, configured to send the encapsulated packet to an SFF.

[0047] In an exemplary embodiment, the encapsulating unit includes:

an SFCFID encapsulating module, configured to receive a load balancing path adding message sent by a controller,
and during encapsulation of the packet, encapsulate the SFCFID in the SFC header corresponding to the packet
according to the load balancing path adding message.

[0048] An embodiment of the present invention also provides a controller. The controller includes:

a request processing unit, configured to add a new SF entity for bearing load balancing for an original SF entity in
an SFC path according to a load sharing request; and

a notification unit, including:

a first notification module, configured to, when an SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is on the SFC path,
send an SF registration message to an SFF connected to the new SF entity;

a second notification module, configured to, when the SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is not on the
SFC path, enable the controller to send a forwarder registration message to an SFF connected to a last hop of
the original SF entity; and

a third notification module, configured to send a load balancing path adding message to a classification device
or a load balancer.

[0049] In an exemplary embodiment, the request processing unit further includes:

a configuration module, configured to configure an SFCFID carried in an SFC header of a packet, and send the
SFCFID to the classification device.

[0050] In an exemplary embodiment, the notification unit further includes:

a fourth notification module, configured to, when the SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is on the SFC path,
send an SF deleting message to the SFF connected to the new SF entity;

a fifth notification module, configured to, when the SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is not on the SFC path,
enable the controller to send a forwarder deleting message to the SFF connected to a last hop of the original SF
entity; and

a sixth notification module, configured to send a load balancing path deleting message to the classification device
or the load balancer.

[0051] The embodiment of the present invention also provides an SFC system. The SFC system includes a controller,
an SF entity, a classification device and an SFF. The controller is the controller as any one of the above, and the
classification device is the classification device as any one of the above, and the SFF is the SFF as any one of the above.
[0052] An embodiment of the present invention also provides a computer storage medium. Computer-executable
instructions are stored in the computer storage medium. The computer-executable instructions are used to execute the
above-mentioned method.
[0053] Embodiments of the present invention have the following beneficial effects.
[0054] The embodiments of the present invention introduce load balancing of an SFC, and load balancing can be
implemented in the SFC where SF entities are dynamically added, and an effective implementation method capable of
performing load balancing on the SFC is provided. Therefore, the situation of excessive flow can be handled in time,
and the reliability of a system is improved.
[0055] After the drawings and the detailed descriptions are read and understood, other aspects can be understood.
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Brief Description of Drawings

[0056]

FIG. 1 is an architecture diagram of an SFC in the existing art.

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method for load balancing of an SFC according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a structural diagram of an SFC networking according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B are diagrams of an SFC header of a packet.

FIG. 5 is another structural diagram of an SFC networking according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 6 is a further another structural diagram of an SFC networking according to an embodiment of the present
invention.

FIG. 7 is a structural diagram of an SFF according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 8 is a structural diagram of a classification device according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 9 is a structural diagram of a controller according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description

[0057] To make those skilled in the art better understand the technical solution in the embodiments of the present
invention, a method for load balancing of an SFC, an SFF, a classification device, a controller and an SFC system
provided in the embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail hereinbelow with reference to the drawings.
[0058] Referring to FIG. 2, FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method for load balancing of an SFC according to an embodiment
of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 2, the method includes the steps as follows.
[0059] In step S100, an SFF receives a packet, and an SFC header of the packet carries an SFCFID.
[0060] In step S200, the SFF forwards the packet in a load balancing path according to the SFCFID carried in the
SFC header of the packet.
[0061] In an exemplary embodiment, in an embodiment of the present invention, before the SFF forwards the packet
in a load balancing path according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet, the method further includes that:

the SFF reads the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet according to a load balancing identifier carried
in the SFC header of the packet or a load balancing path to which a next hop of the SFF belongs.

[0062] In an embodiment of the present invention, when the SFF is connected to two or more SF entities, the step
that the SFF forwards the packet in a load balancing path according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the
packet includes that:

after receiving a packet sent by a classification device or an SFF connected to a last hop SF entity, the SFF selects
one of the two or more SF entities to forward the packet according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the
packet;

or,

when the next hop of the SFF includes two or more SF entities, the step that the SFF selects one of load balancing
paths to forward the packet according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet includes that:

after receiving a packet sent by a connected SF entity, the SFF sends the packet to an SFF connected to one
of the two or more SF entities according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet.

[0063] In the embodiment of the present invention, before the step S100, the method further includes the steps as
follows.
[0064] A new SF entity is added in an SFC path, herein the new SF entity is used for bearing load balancing for an
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original SF entity; a controller sends an SF registration message to an SFF connected to the new SF entity; and/or,
when the SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is not on the SFC path, the controller sends a forwarder registration
message to an SFF connected to a last hop of the original SF entity.
[0065] In an exemplary embodiment, when an SF entity is over-loaded, an SF entity may send a load sharing request
to the controller, and the controller receives the load sharing request, and adds another new SF entity bearing the same
service processing as the original SF entity into the SFC according to the load sharing request. Besides, the controller
may monitor the working situation of the SF entities. When judging that a certain SF entity is over-loaded, the controller
allocates a corresponding new SF entity to the certain SF entity.
[0066] In the embodiment of the present invention, under the condition of adding the new SF entity bearing load
balancing for the original SF entity in the SFC path, the method further includes the steps as follows.
[0067] The controller sends a load balancing path adding message to a classification device or a load balancer.
[0068] The classification device encapsulates an SFCFID in an SFC header of a packet according to the received
load balancing path adding message; or, the load balancer encapsulates an SFCFID in an SFC header of a packet
according to the received load balancing path adding message; or, when needing to select a load balancing path for
forwarding a packet, the classification device notifies the controller of the packet, receives a corresponding SFCFID sent
by the controller, and encapsulates the corresponding SFCFID in the SFC header of the packet.
[0069] The method for load balancing of an SFC provided in the embodiment of the present invention further includes
that:

the SFF receives an SF registration message sent by the controller, and according to the SF registration message,
adds a corresponding new SF entity in a path indicated by a corresponding SFPID; and/or, the SFF receives a
forwarder registration message sent by the controller.

[0070] In the embodiment of the present invention, according to the SF registration message, adding a corresponding
new SF entity in a path indicated by a corresponding SFPID includes that: the SFF reads an SFPID in the SF registration
message, and judges whether the SFF is on a path indicated by the SPFID according to the SFPID in the SF registration
message; and
when a judgment result is that the SFF is on the path indicated by the SPFID, the SFF adds the new SF entity as an SF
entity connected thereto; and when a judgment result is that the SFF is not on the path indicated by the SPFID, the SFF
adds an SFC path where the new SF entity is located into a local forwarding table.
[0071] In an embodiment of the present invention, the SF registration message includes an SFPID and an identifier
corresponding to a new SF entity.
[0072] In an embodiment of the present invention, the forwarder registration message includes an SFPID, an identifier
of the new SF entity, and information for indicating a position of the new SF entity in an SFC.
[0073] In an embodiment of the present invention, the SFF adds the new SF entity as a next hop thereof according
to the forwarder registration message.
[0074] In an embodiment of the present invention, when selecting a load balancing path, the SFF acquires a selection
of a next hop by searching a load balancing path table or a specific algorithm according to the SFCFID carried in the
SFC header of the packet.
[0075] The method for load balancing of an SFC provided in the embodiment of the present invention further includes
the following operations. When selecting a load balancing path, the SFF searches the load balancing path table to
determine whether the load balancing path table contains a load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID. If the
load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is searched, the SFF forwards the packet through the load balancing
path. If the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is not searched, the SFF calculates a next hop in a load
balancing path, and records a correspondence between the SFCFID and the load balancing path in the load balancing
path table. In an exemplary embodiment, the present example is used for a stateful SFC. Many SF entities are stateful,
and it is required to ensure that flows of the same session pass through the same SF entity, so it is required to ensure
that the same SFCFID is allocated to the same flow. By means of the method for load balancing of an SFC provided in
the present example, it can be ensured that the same SF entity is selected for the flows in the same state during the
selection of a load balancing path.
[0076] The method for load balancing of an SFC provided in the embodiment of the present invention further includes
the following operations. When selecting a load balancing path, the SFF searches a load balancing path table to determine
whether the load balancing path table contains a load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID. If the load balancing
path corresponding to the SFCFID is searched, the SFF forwards the packet through the load balancing path. If the load
balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is not searched, the SFF calculates a next hop in a load balancing path,
and records a correspondence between the SFCFID and the load balancing path in the load balancing path table, and
records the correspondence in a load balancing path table of a symmetric SFC path corresponding to the present SFC
path. In an exemplary embodiment, the present example is used for a bidirectional same-path symmetric SFC situation.
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Since many SF entities are stateful, it is required to ensure that flows of the same session pass through the same SF
entity, and it is required to ensure that bidirectional flows pass through the same SF entity for a symmetric SFC. By
means of the method for load balancing of an SFC provided in the present example, it can be ensured that the same
SF entity is selected for the bidirectional flows in the symmetric SFC during the selection of a load balancing path.
[0077] The method for load balancing of an SFC provided in the embodiment of the present invention further includes
the operations as follows.
[0078] The SFF receives an SF deregistration message.
[0079] After receiving the SF deregistration message sent by the controller, the SFF deletes a corresponding load
balancing path and entries in a corresponding load balancing path table.
[0080] The method for load balancing of an SFC provided in the embodiment of the present invention further includes
the operations as follows.
[0081] The controller sends a load balancing path deleting message to the classification device or a load balancing
controller.
[0082] The classification device or the load balancing controller recycles a corresponding SFCFID according to the
received load balancing path deleting message.
[0083] An embodiment of the present invention also provides a computer storage medium. A computer-executable
instruction is stored in the computer storage medium. The computer-executable instruction is used to execute the above-
mentioned method.
[0084] Description will be made hereinbelow with reference to specific implementation scenarios.

Embodiment one

[0085] Referring to FIG. 3, FIG. 3 is a structural diagram of an SFC networking according to an embodiment of the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, a source device sends a flow to a destination device, and the flow needs to be
processed by an SF entity 21 and an SF entity 22 and then reaches the destination device. The SF entity 21 and the
SF entity 22 form an SFC. An SFC Path (SFP) of the SFC is: classification device 50->SFF 11->SF entity 21->SFF 11-
>SFF 12->SF entity 22->SFF 12-> destination device.
[0086] When the SF entity 22 is over-loaded, it is required to add a new SF entity 23 to perform load sharing, and the
added SF entity 23 is also connected to an SFF 12.

1. A controller will send an SF registration message to the SFF 12, and notifies the SFF 12 that the SF entity 23 will
be added into the SFC. The SF registration message includes an SF ID of the SF entity 23, an SFPID of an SFC
to be added, and a position Index of the SF entity 23 in the SFC.

2. After receiving the SF registration message, the SFF 12 adds the SF entity 23 in a load balancing path of the
SFC according to SFPID and Index information carried therein.

3. The controller sends a load balancing path adding message to a classification device 50 to notify the classification
device 50 of addition of a load balancing path to the SFC.

4. When receiving a flow sent from the source device to the destination device, the classification device 50 classifies
the flow, and allocates an SFPID=100 according to an SFC through which the flow will pass. Meanwhile, the SFC
has load balancing, so an SFCFID=0 will be allocated to the flow of a corresponding session 1, herein Hash allocation
may be performed. Likewise, the classification device 50 classifies a flow of a session 2 from the source device to
the destination device, and allocates an SFPID=100 according to an SFC through which the flow will pass. An
SFCFID=1 will be allocated to the flow of the corresponding session through a Hash calculation manner or other
manners. The SFPID and the SFCFID are encapsulated into an SFC header, and a packet with the SFC header is
sent to a next-hop, i.e., SFF 11.

5. The SFF 11 without a load balancing path will forward the packet to the SF entity 21 for processing according to
the value of the SFPID. After the SF entity 21 completely processes the packet, the packet is returned to the SFF
11. The SFF 11 then sends the packet to a next-hop, i.e., SFF 12.

6. After receiving the packet, the SFF 12 searches to find that the SFC has two load balancing paths according to
the SFPID, so the flow will be split between the load balancing paths according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC
header. If SFCFID=0, the packet is sent to the SF entity 22 for processing. If SFCFID=1, the packet is sent to the
SF entity 23 for processing.
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[0087] When the load of the SF entity 22 is alleviated, the SF entity 23 may be withdrawn from the SFC. At this moment,
the controller sends an SF deregistration message to the SFF 12 and the classification device 50 respectively. After
receiving the SF deregistration message, the SFF 12 removes the load balancing path from the present device. After
receiving the SF deregistration message, the classification device 50 recycles the SFCFID in the SFC.
[0088] The SFC header here mainly includes two parts: one is an SFPID for identifying different SFCs and the other
is an SFCFID for identifying different load balancing paths. The SFC header contains a basic header and metadata of
the SFC. The SFPID is in the basic header of the SFC, and the SFCFID may be arranged in the basic header of the
SFC, or may be arranged in the metadata of the SFC. Referring to FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B, FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B are
diagrams of an SFC header of an exemplary packet provided in an embodiment of the present invention respectively.
As shown in FIG. 4A, the SFCFID may be arranged in the basic header of the SFC. As shown in FIG. 4B, the SFCFID
may be expressed by using metadata of a TLV. At this moment, a flag F is needed in the basic header to express that
the present SFC header carries an SFCFID TLV. Settings of the above-mentioned identifiers are only for exemplary
description.

Embodiment two

[0089] Referring to FIG. 5, FIG. 5 is another structural diagram of an SFC networking according to an embodiment of
the present invention. As shown in FIG. 5, a source device sends a flow to a destination device, and the flow needs to
be processed by an SF entity 21 and an SF entity 22 and then reaches the destination device. The SF entity 21 and the
SF entity 22 form an SFC. An SFP of the SFC is: classification device 50->SFF 11->SF entity 21->SFF 11->SFF 12-
>SF entity 22->SFF 12->destination device. When the SF entity 22 is over-loaded, it is required to add a new SF entity
24 to perform load sharing, and the SF entity 24 is connected to an SFF 14.

1. A controller will send an SF registration message to the SFF 14, and notifies the SFF 14 that the SF entity 24 will
be added into the SFC. The message includes an SF ID of the SF entity 24, an SFPID of an SFC to be added, and
a position Index of the SF entity 24 in the SFC.

2. After receiving the SF registration message, the SFF 14 adds the SF entity 24 into forwarding information of the
SFC in a local forwarding table according to the above-mentioned SFPID and Index.

3. The controller further sends a forwarder registration message to a last hop, i.e., the SFF 11 according to internal
topological information. The forwarder registration message includes an SFPID corresponding to the present SFC,
a next hop and Index. After receiving the forwarder registration message, the SFF 11 adds the SFF 14 in a load
balancing path of the present SFC.

4. At this moment the controller also sends a load balancing path adding message to a classification device 50 at
an entrance to notify the classification device 50 of addition of a load balancing path to the SFC.

5. When receiving a flow of a session 1 sent from the source device to the destination device, the classification
device 50 classifies the flow, and allocates an SFPID=100 according to an SFC through which the flow will pass.
Meanwhile, the SFC has load balancing, so an SFCFID=0 will be allocated to the flow of the corresponding session
in a Hash manner. Likewise, the classification device 50 classifies a flow of a session 2 from the source device to
the destination device, and allocates an SFPID=100 according to an SFC through which the flow will pass. An
SFCFID=1 will be allocated to the flow of the corresponding session through a Hash calculation manner or other
manners. The SFPID and the SFCFID are encapsulated into an SFC header, and a packet with the SFC header is
sent to a next-hop, i.e., the SFF 11.

6. The SFF 11 having load balancing paths to be selected will forward the packet to the SF entity 21 for processing
according to the value of the SFPID. After the SF entity 21 completely processes the packet, the packet is returned
to the SFF 11. The SFF 11 searches to find that a next hop has two load balancing paths during next-hop forwarding,
so the flow will be split between the load balancing paths according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header. If
SFCFID=0, the packet is sent to a next-hop, i.e., the SFF 12. If SFCFID=1, the packet is sent to a next-hop, i.e.,
the SFF 14.

[0090] When the load of the SF entity 22 is alleviated, the SF entity 24 may be withdrawn from the SFC. At this moment,
the controller sends SF deregistration messages to the SFF 14, the SFF 11 and the classification device 50 respectively.
After receiving the SF deregistration messages, the SFF 14, the SFF 11 and the classification device 50 remove the
load balancing path from the present device respectively.
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Embodiment three

[0091] In the present embodiment, an SFC has a load balancer serving as an SF entity. As shown in FIG. 3 and FIG.
5, a load balancer 61 is connected to an SFF 12 in FIG. 3 and an SFF 11 in FIG. 5 respectively.
[0092] In FIG. 3, a controller needs to notify a load balancer that a load balancing path is added into an SFC. Therefore,
when a flow from a source device to a destination device is forwarded to the load balancer, the load balancer will allocate
SFCFIDs to flows of different sessions according to a specific algorithm or other manners. For example, an SFCFID=0
is allocated to the flow of a session 1, and an SFCFID=1 is allocated to the flow of a session 2. After receiving a flow,
an SFF 12 will perform a selection between an SF entity 22 and an SF entity 23 according to the SFCFID.
[0093] Likewise, in FIG. 5, the controller also needs to notify the load balancer that a load balancing path is added
into the SFC. When a flow from a source device to a destination device reaches the load balancer, the load balancer
will allocate SFCFIDs to flows of different sessions according to a specific algorithm or other manners. For example, an
SFCFID=0 is allocated to the flow of a session 1, and an SFCFID=1 is allocated to the flow of a session 2. After receiving
a flow, an SFF 11 will perform a selection between an SFF 12 and an SFF 14 according to the SFCFID.

Embodiment four

[0094] In addition that a classification device 50 calculates SFCFIDs by itself, a centralized allocation manner may be
also adopted. That is, the SFCFIDs are allocated by the classification device 50 through a controller.
[0095] When the classification device 50 receives a new packet, the classification device 50 will notify the controller
of this packet first, and the controller calculates an SFCFID that shall be allocated to this packet, and then returns the
calculated SFCFID to the classification device 50. At this moment, the classification device 50 encapsulates the packet
according to the SFCFID allocated by the controller.

Embodiment five

[0096] In an exemplary embodiment, since many SF entities are stateful, it is required to ensure that flows of the same
session pass through the same SF entity, and it is required to ensure that bidirectional flows pass through the same SF
entity for a symmetric SFC. Therefore, it is required to ensure that the same SFCFID is allocated to the same flow.
[0097] First, a controller needs to notify a classification device or a load balancer and a forwarder having a load
balancing path through a packet that the present SFC is a stateful SFC, and load balancing must be performed in a
table searching manner as shown in the present embodiment, and cannot be calculated by using a Hash algorithm.
[0098] No matter the classification device or the load balancer or the SFF having the load balancing path needs to
store SFCFIDs corresponding to different flows. For the classification device or the load balancer, once an SFCFID is
allocated to a packet received at the first time, the SFCFID cannot be modified, and will be stored in a load sharing table,
as shown in Table 1. For a packet received subsequently, the load sharing table is searched first, and if the SFCFID is
searched, an SFCFID is directly acquired. If the SFCFID is not searched, an SFCFID is allocated according to a corre-
sponding algorithm, and the result is stored in the load sharing table. Table contents are illustrated with the embodiment
shown in FIG. 3 herein.

[0099] A forwarder having a load balancing path, such as an SFF 12 in Embodiment one, also needs a table recording
a load balancing path forwarding situation, which may be as shown in Table 2.

Table 1 Load sharing table

SFPID Flow of session SFCFID

100 Flow of session 1 from source device to destination device 0

100 Flow of session 2 from source device to destination device 1

Table 2 Load balancing path table

SFPID SFCFID Next hop

100 0 SF entity 22

100 1 SF entity 23
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Embodiment six

[0100] As shown in FIG. 6, for a bidirectional symmetric SFC, classification devices are needed in two directions. For
a flow from left to right (source device 1 to destination device 1), an SFPID 1 needs to be classified through a classification
device 50, and an SFCFID1=100 needs to be planned through the classification device 50. For a flow from right to left
(source device 2 to destination device 2), an SFPID2=200 needs to be classified through a classification device 52, and
an SFCFID2 needs to be planned through the classification device 52. The SFPID1 and the SFPID2 are a group of
symmetric SFCs for service chain processing of bidirectional flows. Supposed that after load sharing, a path from the
source device 1 to the destination device 1 is: source device 1->classification device 50->SFF 11->SF entity 21->SFF
11->SFF 12->SF entity 22->SFF 12->destination device 1. A symmetric path from the source device 2 to the destination
device 2 should be: source device 2->classification device 52->SFF 12->SF entity 22->SFF 12->SFF 11->SF entity 21-
>SFF 11->destination device 2. Here, the classification device 50 and the classification device 52 need to be capable
of allocating the same SFCFID to the bidirectional flows of the same session, to ensure that the bidirectional flows can
flow to the same SF entity for processing. When the SFF 12 receives left-to-right flow SFPID=100 and SFCFID=0, and
forwards to a next-hop SF entity 22, the SFF 12 also records information of the SFCFID in entries of SFPID=200 symmetric
to SFPID=100. That is, SFCFID=0 and a next hop, i.e., the SF entity 22 are recorded in entries of SFPID=200. Likewise,
a forwarder will add a corresponding record into the entries of SFPID=200 according to the situation that the next hop
of the flow SFPID=100 and SFCFID=1 is an SF entity 23.
[0101] At this moment, in the present embodiment, entries at the SFF 12 are as shown in Table 3:

[0102] On the basis of a concept identical or similar to the above-mentioned method embodiment, an embodiment of
the present invention also provides an SFF. As shown in FIG. 7, the SFF includes a receiving unit and a forwarding unit.
[0103] The receiving unit is configured to receive a packet; herein an SFC header of the packet carries an SFCFID.
[0104] The forwarding unit is configured to forward the packet in a load balancing path according to the SFCFID carried
in the SFC header of the packet.
[0105] In an embodiment of the present invention, the receiving unit includes a first receiving module, configured to
receive a packet sent by a classification device or an SFF connected to a last-hop SF entity.
[0106] The forwarding unit includes a first forwarding module, configured to, when the SFF is connected to two or
more SF entities, and after receiving the packet sent by the classification device or the SFF connected to the last hop
SF entity, select one of the two or more SF entities to forward the packet according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC
header of the packet.
[0107] In an embodiment of the present invention, the receiving unit further includes a second receiving module,
configured to receive a packet sent by a connected SF entity.
[0108] The forwarding unit further includes a second forwarding module, configured to, when the next hop of the SFF
includes two or more SF entities, and after receiving a packet sent by the connected SF entity, send the packet to an
SFF connected to one of the two or more SF entities according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet.
[0109] In an embodiment of the present invention, the SFF further includes an update unit. The update unit includes
a third receiving module, a judgment module, a first update module and a second update module.
[0110] The third receiving module is configured to receive an SF registration message; herein the SF registration
message includes an SFPID and an identifier corresponding to a new SF entity.
[0111] The judgment module is configured to, after receiving the SF registration message, read the SFPID in the SF
registration message, and according to the SFPID in the SF registration message judge whether it is on a path indicated
by the SFPID.
[0112] The first update module is configured to, when a judgment result is that it is on the path indicated by the SPFID,
enable the SFF to add the new SF entity as an SF entity connected to the SFF.
[0113] The second update module is configured to, when a judgment result is that it is not on the path indicated by
the SPFID, enable the SFF to add an SFC path where the new SF entity is located into a local forwarding table.
[0114] And/or, the update unit further includes a fourth receiving module and a third update module.

Table 3 Load balancing path table

SFPID SFCFID Next hop

100 0 SF entity 22

100 1 SF entity 23

200 0 SF entity 22

200 1 SF entity 23
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[0115] The fourth receiving module is configured to receive a forwarder registration message; herein the forwarder
registration message includes an SFPID, an identifier of a new SF entity, and information for indicating a position of the
new SF entity in an SFC.
[0116] The third update module is configured to, after receiving the forwarder registration message sent by a controller,
add the new SF entity as a next hop thereof according to the forwarder registration message.
[0117] In an embodiment of the present invention, the forwarding unit further includes one or more of a first selection
module, a second selection module and a third selection module.
[0118] The first selection module is configured to, when selecting a load balancing path, acquire a selection of a next
hop by searching a load balancing path table or a specific algorithm according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header
of the packet.
[0119] The second selection module is configured to, when selecting a load balancing path, search the load balancing
path table to determine whether the load balancing path table contains a load balancing path corresponding to the
SFCFID, and if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is searched, forward the packet through the load
balancing path; and if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is not searched, calculate a next hop in a
load balancing path, and record a correspondence between the SFCFID and the load balancing path in the load balancing
path table.
[0120] The third selection module is configured to, when selecting a load balancing path, search the load balancing
path table to determine whether the load balancing path table contains a load balancing path corresponding to the
SFCFID, and if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is searched, forward the packet through the load
balancing path; and if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is not searched, calculate a next hop in a
load balancing path, record a correspondence between the SFCFID and the load balancing path in the load balancing
path table, and record the correspondence in a load balancing path table of a symmetric SFC path corresponding to the
present SFC path.
[0121] In an embodiment of the present invention, the SFF further includes: a deleting unit, configured to, receive an
SF deregistration message; and after receiving the SF deregistration message sent by the controller, delete a corre-
sponding load balancing path and entries in a corresponding load balancing path table.
[0122] On the basis of a concept identical or similar to the above-mentioned method embodiment, an embodiment of
the present invention also provides a classification device. As shown in FIG. 8, the classification device includes an
encapsulating unit and a sending unit.
[0123] The encapsulating unit is configured to encapsulate a packet; herein, to encapsulate a packet includes addition
of an SFCFID carried in an SFC header corresponding to the packet.
[0124] The sending unit is configured to send the encapsulated packet to an SFF.
[0125] In an embodiment of the present invention, the encapsulating unit includes an SFCFID encapsulating module.
[0126] The SFCFID encapsulating module is configured to receive a load balancing path adding message sent by a
controller, and during encapsulation of the packet, encapsulate the SFCFID in the SFC header corresponding to the
packet according to the load balancing path adding message.
[0127] On the basis of a concept identical or similar to the above-mentioned method embodiment, an embodiment of
the present invention also provides a controller. As shown in FIG. 9, the controller includes a request processing unit
and a notification unit.
[0128] The request processing unit is configured to add a new SF entity for bearing load balancing for an original SF
entity in an SFC path according to a load sharing request.
[0129] The notification unit includes a first notification module, a second notification module and a third notification
module.
[0130] The first notification module is configured to, when an SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is on the SFC
path, send an SF registration message to the SFF connected to the new SF entity.
[0131] The second notification module is configured to, when the SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is not on
the SFC path, enable the controller to send a forwarder registration message to an SFF connected to a last hop of the
original SF entity.
[0132] The third notification module is configured to send a load balancing path adding message to a classification
device or a load balancer.
[0133] In an embodiment of the present invention, the request processing unit further includes a configuration module.
[0134] The configuration module configures an SFCFID carried in an SFC header of the packet, and sends the SFCFID
to the classification device.
[0135] In an embodiment of the present invention, the notification unit further includes a fourth notification module, a
fifth notification module and a sixth notification module.
[0136] The fourth notification module is configured to, when the SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is on the SFC
path, send an SF deleting message to the SFF connected to the new SF entity.
[0137] The fifth notification module is configured to, when the SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is not on the
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SFC path, enable the controller to send a forwarder deleting message to an SFF connected to a last hop of the original
SF entity.
[0138] The sixth notification module is configured to send a load balancing path deleting message to the classification
device or the load balancer.
[0139] On the basis of a concept identical or similar to the above-mentioned embodiment, an embodiment of the
present invention also provides an SFC system. The SFC system includes a controller, an SF entity, a classification
device and an SFF, herein the controller is any controller provided in the embodiment of the present invention, and the
classification device is any classification device provided in the embodiment of the present invention, and the SFF is
any SFF provided in the embodiment of the present invention.
[0140] The above contents are further detailed descriptions for the present invention with reference to specific imple-
mentation manners, and it cannot be considered that the specific implementation of the present invention is only limited
to these descriptions.
[0141] Those ordinary skilled in the art can understand that all or some of the steps of the above-mentioned embod-
iments may be implemented by using a computer program flow. The computer program may be stored in a computer-
readable storage medium. The computer program is executed on a corresponding hardware platform (such as system,
device, apparatus, and component, etc.). During execution, one of the steps of the method embodiment or a combination
thereof is included.
[0142] In an exemplary embodiment, all or some of the steps of the above-mentioned embodiments may also be
implemented by using an integrated circuit. These steps may be manufactured into individual integrated circuit modules
respectively, or a plurality of modules or steps therein are manufactured into a single integrated circuit module for
implementing.
[0143] Various apparatuses/functional modules/function units in the above-mentioned embodiments may be imple-
mented by using a general computation apparatus. They may be centralized on a single computation apparatus, or may
be distributed on a network formed by a plurality of computation apparatuses.
[0144] When various apparatuses/functional modules/function units in the above-mentioned embodiments is imple-
mented in a form of a software function module and are sold or used as an independent product, they may be stored in
a computer-readable storage medium. The above-mentioned computer-readable storage medium may be a read-only
memory, a magnetic disk or an optical disk or the like.

Industrial Applicability

[0145] The above-mentioned technical solution can handle the situation of excessive flow in time, and improve the
reliability of a system.

Claims

1. A method for load balancing of a Service Function Chain, SFC, comprising:

receiving, by a Service Function Forwarder, SFF, a packet, wherein an SFC header of the packet carries a
Service Function Chain Flow Identifier, SFCFID; and
forwarding, by the SFF, the packet in a load balancing path according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header
of the packet.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

before the SFF forwards the packet in the load balancing path according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC
header of the packet, reading, by the SFF, the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet according to a
load balancing identifier carried in the SFC header of the packet or a load balancing path to which a next hop
of the SFF belongs.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein
the forwarding, by the SFF, the packet in a load balancing path according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header
of the packet comprises:

when the SFF is connected to two or more SF entities,
after the SFF receives a packet sent by a classification device or an SFF connected to a last hop SF entity,
selecting one of the two or more SF entities to forward the packet according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC
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header of the packet;
or,
when a next hop of the SFF comprises two or more SF entities, selecting, by the SFF, one of load balancing
paths to forward the packet according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet comprises:

after the SFF receives a packet sent by a connected SF entity, sending the packet to an SFF connected
to one of the two or more SF entities according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet.

4. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

adding a new SF entity in an SFC path, wherein the new SF entity is used for bearing load balancing for an
original SF entity;
sending, by a controller, an SF registration message to an SFF connected to the new SF entity; and/or, when
the SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is not on the SFC path, sending, by the controller, a forwarder
registration message to an SFF connected to a last hop of the original SF entity.

5. The method according to claim 4, further comprising:

sending, by the controller, a load balancing path adding message to a classification device or a load balancer; and
encapsulating, by the classification device, an SFCFID in an SFC header of a packet according to the received
load balancing path adding message; or, encapsulating, by the load balancer, an SFCFID in an SFC header of
a packet according to the received load balancing path adding message; or, when needing to select a load
balancing path for forwarding a packet, notifying, by the classification device, the controller of the packet, and
receiving a corresponding SFCFID sent by the controller, and encapsulating the corresponding SFCFID in the
SFC header of the packet.

6. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

receiving, by the SFF, an SF registration message sent by a controller, and adding, according to the SF regis-
tration message, a corresponding new SF entity in a path indicated by a corresponding SFPID;
and/or,
receiving, by the SFF, a forwarder registration message sent by the controller.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the adding, according to the SF registration message, a corresponding
new SF entity in a path indicated by a corresponding SFPID comprises:

reading, by the SFF, an SFPID in the SF registration message, and judging, according to the SFPID in the SF
registration message, whether the SFF is on the path indicated by the SPFID;
when a judgment result is that the SFF is on the path indicated by the SPFID, adding, by the SFF, the new SF
entity as an SF entity connected to the SFF; and when a judgment result is that the SFF is not on the path
indicated by the SPFID, adding, by the SFF, an SFC path where the new SF entity is located into a local
forwarding table.

8. The method according to claim 6, wherein
the SF registration message comprises an SFPID and an identifier corresponding to the new SF entity.

9. The method according to claim 6, wherein
the forwarder registration message comprises an SFPID, an identifier of the new SF entity, and information for
indicating a position of the new SF entity in an SFC.

10. The method according to claim 6, further comprising:

adding, by the SFF, the new SF entity as a next hop of the SFF according to the forwarder registration message.

11. The method according to claim 1, wherein
the forwarding, by the SFF, the packet in a load balancing path according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header
of the packet comprises:
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when selecting a load balancing path, acquiring, by the SFF, a selection of a next hop by searching a load
balancing path table or a specific algorithm according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of the packet.

12. The method according to claim 11, further comprising:

when selecting the load balancing path, searching, by the SFF, the load balancing path table to determine
whether the load balancing path table contains a load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID, and if the
load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is searched, forwarding the packet through the load balancing
path; if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is not searched, selecting a load balancing path
to forward the packet by calculation, and recording a correspondence between the SFCFID and the load bal-
ancing path in the load balancing path table; or,
when selecting the load balancing path, searching, by the SFF, the load balancing path table to determine
whether the load balancing path table contains a load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID, and if the
load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is searched, forwarding the packet through the load balancing
path; if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is not searched, selecting a load balancing path
to forward the packet by calculation, recording a correspondence between the SFCFID and the load balancing
path in the load balancing path table, and recording the correspondence in a load balancing path table of a
symmetric SFC path corresponding to the present SFC path.

13. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

receiving, by the SFF, an SF deregistration message; and
after receiving the SF deregistration message sent by the controller, deleting, by the SFF, a corresponding load
balancing path and entries in a corresponding load balancing path table.

14. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

sending, by the controller, a load balancing path deleting message to a classification device or a load balancing
controller; and
recycling, by the classification device or the load balancing controller, a corresponding SFCFID according to
the received load balancing path deleting message.

15. A Service Function Forwarder, SFF, comprising:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a packet, wherein a Service Function Chain, SFC, header of the packet
carries a Service Function Chain Flow Identifier, SFCFID; and
a forwarding unit, configured to forward the packet in a load balancing path according to the SFCFID carried in
the SFC header of the packet.

16. The SFF according to claim 15, wherein
the receiving unit comprises a first receiving module, configured to receive a packet sent by a classification device
or an SFF connected to a last hop SF entity; and
the forwarding unit comprises a first forwarding module configured to, when the SFF is connected to two or more
SF entities and after receiving the packet sent by the classification device or the SFF connected to the last hop SF
entity, select one of the two or more SF entities to forward the packet according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC
header of the packet.

17. The SFF according to claim 15, wherein
the receiving unit further comprises a second receiving module, configured to receive a packet sent by a connected
SF entity; and
the forwarding unit further comprises a second forwarding module configured to, when a next hop of the SFF
comprises two or more SF entities, and after receiving the packet sent by the connected SF entity, send the packet
to an SFF connected to one of the two or more SF entities according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header of
the packet.

18. The SFF according to claim 15, further comprising an update unit, and the update unit comprising:

a third receiving module, configured to receive an SF registration message, wherein the SF registration message
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comprises a Service Function Path Identifier, SFPID, and an identifier corresponding to a new SF entity;
a judgment module, configured to, after receiving the SF registration message, read the SFPID in the SF
registration message, and judge, according to the SFPID in the SF registration message, whether the SFF is
on a path indicated by the SFPID;
a first update module, configured to, when a judgment result is that the SFF is on the path indicated by the
SPFID, enable the SFF to add the new SF entity as an SF entity connected to the SFF;
a second update module, configured to, when a judgment result is that the SFF is not on the path indicated by
the SPFID, enable the SFF to add an SFC path where the new SF entity is located into a local forwarding table;
and/or, the update unit further comprising a fourth receiving module and a third update module, wherein
the fourth receiving module is configured to receive a forwarder registration message, wherein the forwarder
registration message comprises an SFPID, an identifier of the new SF entity, and information for indicating a
position of the new SF entity in an SFC; and
the third update module is configured to, after receiving the forwarder registration message sent by a controller,
add the new SF entity as a next hop of the SFF according to the forwarder registration message.

19. The SFF according to claim 15, the forwarding unit further comprising one or more of a first selection module, a
second selection module and a third selection module, wherein
the first selection module is configured to, when selecting a load balancing path, acquire a selection of a next hop
by searching a load balancing path table or a specific algorithm according to the SFCFID carried in the SFC header
of the packet;
the second selection module is configured to, when selecting the load balancing path, search the load balancing
path table to determine whether the load balancing path table contains a load balancing path corresponding to the
SFCFID, and if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is searched, forward the packet through the
load balancing path; and if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is not searched, calculate a next
hop in a load balancing path, and record a correspondence between the SFCFID and the load balancing path in
the load balancing path table; and
the third selection module is configured to, when selecting the load balancing path, search the load balancing path
table to determine whether the load balancing path table contains a load balancing path corresponding to the
SFCFID, and if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is searched, forward the packet through the
load balancing path; and if the load balancing path corresponding to the SFCFID is not searched, calculate a next
hop in a load balancing path, record a correspondence between the SFCFID and the load balancing path in the
load balancing path table, and record the correspondence in a load balancing path table of a symmetric SFC path
corresponding to the present SFC path.

20. The SFF according to claim 15, further comprising:

a deleting unit, configured to, receive an SF deregistration message; and after receiving the SF deregistration
message sent by the controller, delete a corresponding load balancing path and entries in a corresponding load
balancing path table.

21. A classification device, comprising:

an encapsulating unit, configured to encapsulate a packet, wherein, to encapsulate a packet comprises addition
of a Service Function Chain Flow Identifier, SFCFID, carried in a Service Function Chain, SFC, header corre-
sponding to the packet; and
a sending unit, configured to send the encapsulated packet to a Service Function Forwarder, SFF.

22. The classification device according to claim 21, wherein the encapsulating unit comprises:

an SFCFID encapsulating module, configured to receive a load balancing path adding message sent by a
controller, and during encapsulation of the packet, encapsulate the SFCFID in the SFC header corresponding
to the packet according to the load balancing path adding message.

23. A controller, comprising:

a request processing unit, configured to add a new Service Function, SF, entity for bearing load balancing for
an original SF entity in a Service Function Chain, SFC, path according to a load sharing request; and
a notification unit, comprising:
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a first notification module, configured to, when a Service Function Forwarder, SFF, corresponding to the
new SF entity is on the SFC path, send an SF registration message to an SFF connected to the new SF entity;
a second notification module, configured to, when the SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is not on
the SFC path, enable the controller to send a forwarder registration message to an SFF connected to a
last hop of the original SF entity; and
a third notification module, configured to send a load balancing path adding message to a classification
device or a load balancer.

24. The controller according to claim 23, wherein the request processing unit further comprises:

a configuration module, configured to configure a Service Function Chain Flow Identifier, SFCFID, carried in
an SFC header of the packet, and send the SFCFID to the classification device.

25. The controller according to claim 23, wherein the notification unit further comprises:

a fourth notification module, configured to, when the SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is on the SFC
path, send an SF deleting message to the SFF connected to the new SF entity;
a fifth notification module, configured to, when the SFF corresponding to the new SF entity is not on the SFC
path, enable the controller to send a forwarder deleting message to the SFF connected to a last hop of the
original SF entity; and
a sixth notification module, configured to send a load balancing path deleting message to the classification
device or the load balancer.

26. A Service Function Chain, SFC, system, comprising a controller, a Service Function, SF, entity, a classification
device and a Service Function Forwarder, SFF, wherein
the controller is the controller according to any one of claims 23 to 25, and the classification device is the classification
device according to claim 21 or 22, and the SFF is the SFF according to any one of claims 15 to 20.

27. A computer storage medium in which computer-executable instructions are stored, and the computer-executable
instructions being used to execute the method according to any one of claims 1 to 14.
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